Guess & Win
Your Next Holidays in Crete Greece

Now that the Christmas holidays are over, play, guess and win your next holidays at the wonderful world of Maris Hotels in Crete - the beautiful Greek island - by trying your hand at an exciting game.

In the game Guess & Win, which can be found on www.maris.gr/game, there are four sets of images of the hotels belonging to the Maris Hotels chain, their activities and the areas they belong to.

All you have to do is guess which image belongs to which hotel or hotel’s activities or hotel’s area as fast as you can. The player who accumulates the highest score, which will be on line until 1st May, will be the winner. The terms and conditions of the games can be found on our site. Each player can participate as many times as he/she wishes. The prize is a 1-week holiday on Half Board for two persons at the luxury Creta Maris Hotel in Hersonissos, Crete.